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Spatial Probability Distribution of Adsorbate Atoms
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In order to access the dynamics of surface diffusion or of surface chemical reactions it is nec
to determine the spatial probability distributions of the adsorbed atoms or molecules rather tha
average positions. Here we demonstrate how such a distribution can be determined from sc
energy mode photoelectron diffraction data using the maximum entropy method. As a test ca
have chosen the distribution of the carbon atom in the methoxy species adsorbed on Ni(111).
simulated and experimental data are used.

PACS numbers: 61.14.–x, 68.35.Ja, 79.60.Dp, 82.65.My
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Surface crystallographic techniques such as low ene
electron diffraction (LEED), surface extended x-ray a
sorption fine structure (SEXAFS), or photoelectron diffra
tion usually determine the average positions of atoms
molecules adsorbed on a surface. The analysis proced
normally assume that only low amplitude (harmonic) v
brations occur. Clearly this rather simplified view is in
adequate when the dynamics of surface diffusion and
surface reactions have to be addressed. Pendry and H
have therefore suggested that the concept of surface s
ture determination should be extended to include the s
tial probability distributionsPsrd of the adsorbed atoms
or molecules rather than just their average position [1
In this Letter we demonstrate how such a distribution c
be determined from scanned-energy mode photoelec
diffraction data using the maximum entropy method.

In scanned-energy mode photoelectron diffracti
(PHD) the photoemission intensity from a core level
an atom within the adsorbate is measured in a defi
direction as a function of photon, and thus photoelectr
energy. Modulations in this intensity of up to 40%
can be observed due to the interference of the dire
emitted part of the photoelectron wave field and the pa
scattered at the substrate atoms. From the intensityIsEd
the so-called modulation functionxsEd is determined
according to

xsEd 
IsEd 2 I0sEd

I0sEd
, (1)

whereI0sEd is the slowly varying part ofIsEd containing,
for example, the energy dependence of the photoemis
cross section and the monochromator flux. The modu
tion function xsEd provides information about the loca
bonding geometry around the emitting atom [3]. In ord
to enlarge the data set modulation functions are norm
determined for several different emission directions.
the remainder of this paper we use the symbolsIskd and
xskd for a set ofIsEd and xsEd distributions taken in
different emission directions. The structure is usually d
termined by comparing thexskd with multiple-scattering
spherical-wave calculations for a model system which
0031-9007y96y76(6)y948(4)$06.00
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then modified until good agreement is achieved (qua
fied in terms of a suitably definedR factor) [4]. The most
important parameter is the position of the emitter atom
which all scattering pathways depend. PHD is therefor
suitable technique for determining the spatial probabil
distributionPsrd of the emitter.

The core level intensity measured at the detector is
(incoherent) sum over very many emitter atoms which
distributed at any single time according to the desir
Psrd. In principle, Psrd could be extracted from the
experimental data by calculating the intensityIthsr, kd for
the emitter atom at any positionr above the surface
integrating over these intensities weighted with a t
distributionPtrialsrd, according to

Ithskd 
Z

PtrialsrdIthsr, kdd3r , (2)

normalizing the resulting intensity to give a theoretic
modulation function xthskd and comparing it to the
experimental data.Ptrialsrd could then be varied in an
iterative fashion until the best agreement between the
and experiment is achieved. An important prerequis
would be that the local substrate geometry around
emitter is precisely known, so that only the influence
Ptrialsrd on the level of agreement between experime
and theory has to be considered.

The left-hand side of Fig. 1 shows the adsorpti
geometry of the methoxy species on Ni(111). Both t
adsorption site and the local relaxations of the surfa
atoms were determined by PHD data taken from the o
gen1s core level [5]: The molecular fragment is adsorb
with the oxygen atom in an “fcc” threefold symmetric ho
low site 1.16(5) Å above the first Ni layer. Furthermor
the vibrational mean square deviation from the equil
rium position of the oxygen atom both parallel and pe
pendicular to the surface have been determined assum
a Gaussian probability distribution [6]. The vibration
amplitude is, as expected for a high coordination adso
tion site, small and isotropic (the mean square deviat
from equilibrium position is3 3 1023 Å2). More details
on the relaxation of the underlying nickel atoms can
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The geometric structure of the surface metho
species on Ni(111) after Ref. [5]; substrate relaxations are
included. On the right-hand side the positions are shown
which C 1s PHD simulations were performed. The diagram
expanded by a factor of 40 in thez direction with respect to the
left-hand diagram. Thez axis gives the height of the carbo
atom above the oxygen atom.

found in Ref. [5]. The carbon atom represents an id
candidate for determining its spatial probability distrib
tion since the only parameter which has to be determi
by the C 1s PHD data is the carbon atom position; a
other parameters have already been fixed by the oxy
data. Using a data set of seven C1s modulation functions
measured in different emission directions Schaffet al.
have found the carbon-oxygen bond length to
1.44(5) Å with the O-C axis perpendicular to the surfa
resulting in anR factor of 0.15 [5]. The vibration of the
carbon atom is highly anisotropic, which is presumab
due to its lower coordination. Assuming a Gaussian d
tribution the mean-square deviations from the equilibriu
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position for vibrations perpendicular and parallel to th
surface were found to be2 3 1023 and 1 3 1022 Å2,
respectively. The combinedR factor of 0.15 for seven
different emission directions implies remarkably goo
agreement between theory and experiment, which
turn stresses the reliability of the structure determin
tion. Therefore, it is justified to restrict the search
the space in the vicinity of the carbon atom positio
found in Ref. [5]. The continuous spatial probabilit
distribution Psrd is represented by discretePi according
to Pi  Psrid. A suitable grid for theri ’s turns out to
be of cylindrical shape with seven planes parallel to t
surface, each with 186 positions. This grid is show
on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 and has been expan
in the z direction by a factor of 40 in order to mak
all points visible. The separation of the grid points h
been chosen such that the modulation functions do
change appreciably on going from one point to the ne
Note that the technique is less sensitive to a motion
the adsorbate parallel to the surface [4], hence the low
point density. For all of these 1302 positions the C1s
photoemission intensities were calculated and combin
according to the discrete form of Eq. (2):

Ithskd 
X

i

PiIth,iskd . (20)

Taking into account theC3y symmetry of the adsorption
complex and theCs symmetry of the experiment lead
to 1302ys3y2d  217 parametersPi for fitting this Ithskd
to the photoelectron diffraction data. However, this st
represents an ill-posed problem, so that simple le
squares fitting leads to unreasonable, discontinuous sp
probability distributions.

We have therefore adopted a probabilistic approa
which allows us to incorporate prior knowledge abo
the form of the solution [7]. We seek the most likel
distribution hPij given the experimental data and all ou
prior knowledge K about the solution. From Bayes
theorem it can be derived that
probfhPij jx skd, Kg , probfx skd j hPij, Kg 3 probfhPij jKg . (3)
he
not

or-
x-

n
for
The term on the left is the probability of the distribu
tion hPij given the experimental modulation function(s
xskd and our prior knowledge about the solution. Ou
aim is to find hPij such that it maximizes thisposterior
probability. In the absence of any experimental data t
posterior probability would be equal to theprior proba-
bility probfhPij j Kg. The experiment modifies this prior
state of knowledge by the so-calledlikelihood function
probfx skd j hPij, Kg, i.e., the probability of measuring
xskd if hPij was the true probability distribution of the
carbon atom. Assuming independent data points, wh
are subject to additive Gaussian noise only, the likeliho
function is proportional to exps2x2y2d wherex2 is the
r

e

h
d

usual sum of squared misfit residuals [8]. In PHD t
agreement between theory and experiment is usually
expressed asx2 but in the form of anR factor. In the
vicinity of good agreement, however, the two are prop
tional [4]. The likelihood function can therefore be e
pressed using theR factor

probfxskd j hPij, Kg , exps2Rd . (4)

Since the spatial probability distribution of the carbo
atom is positive and additive, a reasonable assumption
the prior probability is [7,9,10]

probfhPij j Kg , expsaSd , (5)
949
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with the scaling parametera and the generalized Shanno
Jaynes information theory entropyS for i  1, . . . , N
cells:

S 
X

i

Pi 2 Mi 2 Pi lnsPiyMid , (6)

wherehMij is the model for whichS becomes zero, i.e.
attains its maximum value. In the absence of experim
tal dataPi  Mi maximizes the prior probability and thu
the posterior probability. Hence,Mi is often named de-
fault model.

The posterior probability becomes proportional to

exps2R 1 aSd . (7)

The task of maximizing the posterior probability is no
reduced to minimizingR 2 aS. Clearly the choice ofa
determines the relative importance of the prior knowled
and the experimental data. There are several conc
to determinea, such as historic and classic maximu
entropy. However, several of the underlying assumptio
may not be valid in our case, such as a well-defin
x2, independence of neighboring data points, or ex
fit of the experiment by the simulation. Therefore, w
have adopted a concept where a large starting value
a is chosen, the posterior probability is maximized,a is
decreased, and the procedure repeated for a large r
of a. This enables us to observe the behavior ofR, S,
and the spatial probability distribution as a function
a. We have tested two different starting modelshMij for
calculatinghPij. The first was the anisotropic Gaussia
distribution of the carbon atom giving the bestR factor
in Ref. [5], the second a uniform distribution over a
positions in the cylinder. The choice of the starting mod
had only minor influence on the resultinghPij so that in
all examples given here the uniform distribution was tak
as starting model.

We have calculated the probability distribution of th
carbon atom for three sets of C1s PHD data each with
seven modulation functions taken in normal emission
the k110l azimuth as well as in 10± and 20± off-normal
emission in thek110l and bothk112l azimuths. Two of
the data sets are simulated and superimposed with a
cial noise; the other consists of the measured modula
functions used also in Ref. [5]. The stimulated data s
represent a carbon atom fixed at 1.44 Å above the o
gen atom without any vibrations and a carbon atom at
same height with a Gaussian probability distribution a
mean square deviations from the equilibrium position
5 3 1024 and2 3 1022 Å2 perpendicular and parallel to
the surface, respectively.

Figure 2 shows theR factor and2S as a function of
a for the measured data set as input whereR 2 aS is
minimized for eacha. The calculated input data sets sho
the same type of behavior. For large values ofa the
entropy is zero and thehPij is equal to the starting mode
950
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FIG. 2. TheR factor (open circles) and2S (filled circles) as
a function ofa, whereR 2 aS is minimized for eacha taking
the experimental data as input.

hMij. With decreasinga, R also decreases at first and the
remains constant. Three regions of behavior forS can be
distinguished: first a strong decrease, then a region wh
it is almost constant, and finally another strong decrea
The corresponding distributionshPij are very similar to
hMij in the first region and more and more discontinuo
and then unphysical in the third. For thea values where
the entropy is almost constant the distributions are v
similar to each other and smooth (with the exception of t
point-emitter case, of course). Here replacing a smallea

by a largera results only in a smearing out of the detai
of the distribution but does not change the general sha
In historic maximum entropy the stop criterion for th
decrease ofa is thatx2 drops below the number of data
Here we do not have a clear criterion concerning whi
value ofa to choose since it is not clear at whichR factor
we may regard the resultinghPij as “true.” However, it
is reasonable to assume that the true solution lies in
range ofa where the entropy is constant and theR factor
close to its minimum value because a further reduction
a results only in a smallerS due to “overfitting” but not
necessarily in a lowerR factor.

Figure 3 shows the resulting probability distribution
for all three data sets witha values such thatS is in the
constant region. The two distributions determined fro
the simulated data show the expected form: The first c
responds to a point emitter 1.44 Å above the oxygen ato
the other to an anisotropic Gaussian distribution with a
proximately the same parameters as in the input data.hPij
for the experimental data shows an umbrellalike sha
with a small azimuthal anisotropy indicating that the re
dence probability of the carbon atom is higher towards
bridge sites than towards the atop sites. Note that theR
factor for the final distribution is only marginally smalle
than the value found by Schaffet al. [5]. It should be re-
membered, however, that we are seeking the maximum
the posterior probability rather than the smallest possi
R factor. Indeed the spatial probability distribution is e
actly that which might be expected. It should reflect t
superposition of all the vibrational modes of the molecu
on the surface. If we neglect the hydrogen atoms,
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FIG. 3. Final probability distributions interpolated on a fin
mesh for the three systems: left-hand side: simulated data
superimposed noise for a point emitter 1.44 Å above the oxy
atom; center: simulated data with superimposed noise for
emitter with an anisotropic Gaussian distribution; right-ha
side: experimental data for the methoxy species on Ni(111).

most important high amplitude contributions will com
from the hindered rotations and translations [11]. T
probability distribution of the carbon atom should be pa
ticularly strongly influenced by the hindered rotation, i.e
the dynamic tilt of the C-O axis, upon which the muc
higher frequency C-O stretch vibration is superimpos
Furthermore, the direction of the observed anisotropy
also consistent with intuition. A higher potential barri
for a tilt of the C-O axis is expected towards the atop si
than towards the bridge sites. Note that the contours
highest probability in each plane do not follow the ha
sphere centered on the oxygen atom which might be
pected from a rigid O-C bond. This is probably due
the vibration of the oxygen atom itself. While its in-plan
motion is strongly confined by the threefold coordin
tion, the amplitude of the oxygen-metal stretch vibrati
might still be considerable. Together with the bendi
mode it could lead to the deviation from the sphe
cal shape.

In summary, we have demonstrated that it is possi
to determine the spatial probability distribution of a
sorbed atoms from PHD data using the maximum entro
method. Because of the approximation (4) in our a
proach, no error bars for the reconstruction can be give
present. An extension to classic maximum entropy wh
the parametera is also determined in a probabilistic fash
ion from the data would require a rigorous statistical tre
ment of the experimental data avoiding the normalizat
(1). Furthermore, the theory would have to describe p
fectly the measurements, a requirement which is not
filled in electron scattering experiments such as PHD
indeed, LEED. However, the application of these co
cepts considerably broadens the scope of surface st
ture analysis. It should even be possible to include sm
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surface relaxations which might be treated within t
linear PHD framework [12]. While the computational e
fort at present strongly limits the size of the grid, futu
calculation could determine the probability distribution
a whole surface unit cell. This would open the possibil
to study surface diffusion: The tail of the distribution int
equivalent adsorption sites gives a measure of the pro
bility that the adsorbate will migrate into these sites.
direct access to chemical reactions might not be poss
because of the long data collection time. However, o
serving the change in the probability distribution of th
reactant(s) as the temperature is increased might still g
a hint as to the reaction mechanism.
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